
WEST LOS ANGELES SAWTELLE NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL 

BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

Wednesday, February 27, 2019, 7:00 PM 

Felicia Mahood Multipurpose Senior Center 

11338 Santa Monica Boulevard – Community Room – Los Angeles, CA 90025 

 

Attending: Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Kwok, Ross, 

Philadelphia. Chair Keeton arrived at 7:40 PM. 

 

Absent: Jay Handal.  

 

TIME BEGINS: 7:05 p.m. TIME ENDS: 9:52 p.m. 

 

I. Call to Order 

 

Acting Chair Eric Nakamura called the meeting to order at 7:05 PM. Naomi performed the roll call, and 

the board determined that they had quorum.  

 

II. Community Partner Reports 

 

Senior Lead Officer James Lavenson introduced himself, explaining that his area encompasses Wilshire 

to the 10 freeway. There has been an uptake in vehicle burglary, where people are going by to check to 

see if vehicles are unlocked. They would like citizens to keep valuables/spare change/fenceable goods in 

their glove compartment or trunk, or otherwise keep them hidden. They also recommend a video doorbell 

system, as those have paid off massively when it comes to apprehending suspects of burglary and solving 

cases. They are currently using facial recognition to identify suspects from footage. The biggest problem 

in his area is the homeless element; he does not have an answer. However, he would like to hear from the 

public about ideas for solutions to homelessness, and gave stakeholders his email address: 

30627@lapd.online. He explains that they’re doing an event called Coffee with a Cop at The Coffee Bean 

on Federal and Wilshire on March 5th from 11:30 AM to 1:30 PM, and it’s purely for the public’s benefit 

and information. He emphasized that the LAPD know the homeless element is an issue. Their goal is not 

to criminalize it, but they do want to look out for citizens’ quality of life issues. 

 

Jessica Salans introduced herself as Councilmember Mike Bonin’s new west LA field deputy. Her 

background is in community organizing, and she does have some ideas on homelessness. She is currently 

interacting with Pacific Palisades’ task force that is a very unique effort on homelessness with innovative 

methods, hoping to take some of them back to her district. She started in January, and said that a lot of big 

ideas were starting to come into play, including talking with the Japanese American History Association 

about revitalizing that area. She would love to meet over coffee with stakeholders;  she does not have 

business cards. 213-300-8233 is her cell phone number, and jessica.salans@lacity.org is her email.  

 

Zachary Gaidzik is Supervisor Sheila Kuehl’s field deputy, explaining that his long absence from 

WLASNC meetings was due to medical issues. He explained that the board of the city authorized a 

motion to phase out the use of capsaicin spray (pepper spray) in juvenile facilities in the city’s prison 

system. He mentioned her continuing commitment to creating affordable housing, and added that the 

board has passed a series of motions to build the first of 1600 new affordable housing units. The units will 
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be spread throughout the county. The board has passed a motion Supervisor Kuehl wrote to create an 

emergency tenant fund. Also, the county runs a number of organizations devoted to violence prevention, 

but very few of the organizations have been holistically integrated yet. Supervisor Kuehl wrote and 

passed a motion to create an Office of Violence Prevention for the city to take the first steps in that 

direction. Also, there is going to be a review of the city Metro bus system, and Mr. Gaidzik invited 

stakeholders to come to Metro Bus workshops, to be held initially on March 5. Light refreshments will be 

served.  

 

He continued by added that LA County will now offer beach wheelchairs at certain beaches, with wheels 

wide enough to roll across the sand, and some locations authorizing motorized chairs. Ron Migdal asked 

where they could find info about where the motorized chairs are available, and Mr. Gaidzik explained that 

the info is on the Beaches and Harbors website.  

 

Lastly, Mr. Gaidzik said that there are tentative plans for a West LA bridge housing facility at the armory 

on Federal, and there would be workshops regarding it for public input with dates to be announced. 

 

Aditi Shakarrwar introduced herself as a field representative for Assemblymember Richard Bloom. 

February 22 was the deadline for bill introductions at the state assembly. She explained that their office’s 

legislative package is pretty long, but one they’re doing is a tax on sugary beverages. They are also doing 

a bill on hearing aids, making it a requirement for insurance companies to cover hearing aids for children. 

There are also bills put forth by Assemblymember Bloom’s office on rodentacide, housing, and 

transportation.  

 

III. General Public Comment 

 

Stakeholder Sarah introduced herself as a first grade teacher over at Brockton school, about 230 families 

served. She explained their school is Title 1, so 70% of their students receive free school lunches. They 

will be celebrating their 100th anniversary of opening on April 27 from 8:00 AM to 2:00 PM. They will 

be doing a time capsule to replace the one they will be digging up from their original founding. They’ll 

also have a museum for items of cultural significance. 

 

Stakeholder Rosie Kato introduced herself and said that last year in 2018 when she came before the 

outreach committee for the Sawtelle Japantown Celebration and they were not interested in the festival. 

Then there was a “public lynching” (her words) where she was removed from the WLASNC board, and 

questioned what the purpose of the neighborhood council is if it is destroying events so they are not 

successful. After Ms. Kato went over her time allotted, Ron Migdal requested that people respect the rules 

of the board and its meeting procedure.  

 

IV. Approvals  

 

a. Outstanding draft meeting minutes 

Jay Ross wanted to added that he asked the Metro representative to have public bathrooms in the stations. 

Ron Migdal motioned to approve the minutes with that addition, and Arman Ghorbani seconded.  

 



Motion to approve the minutes with addition from Jay Ross. 11 Yes (Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, 

Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Kwok, Ross, Philadelphia). 0 No. 0 Abstain. Motion 

passes.  

 

 

b. Outstanding MERs reports 

Migdal motioned to approve the outstanding MER, and Galen Pindell seconded.  

 

Ross requested they read the expenditures and totals, and he proceeded to read them.  

 

Motion to approve the outstanding MER. 11 Yes (Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, Nakamura, 

Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Kwok, Ross, Philadelphia). 0 No. 0 Abstain. Motion Passes.  

 

 

V. Consideration and possible appointment of new board members, new committee members 

 

Eric Nakamura said that there is one application for the Northeast Representative position; Naomi 

Kageyama explained that initially two were submitted, one from Molly Rudnick and one from Nick 

Burris, but Mr. Burris had withdrawn his application. 

 

Molly Rudnick came before the board and asked if they had questions. Ron Migdal asked her to tell them 

why she was running. Ms. Rudnick said that she was here in October so this might be familiar to some of 

them, but introduced herself and explained that she currently works at home as a data analyst for Teach 

for America. She was interested in getting involved with her community, and joined the board’s 

Homelessness Committee. She thinks homelessness is a big issue in the area; also there’s a pretty big 

learning curve coming to the meetings and learning what’s going on in the community. Steven Kwok 

asked if she was aware of the elections that are coming up and whether she would be running, and Ms. 

Rudnick said that she was aware and will be running. 

 

Ron Migdal moved to approve her as a member of the board, and Kwok seconded. Galen Pindell asked 

what other issues are important to her, and from a professional point of view she said education is 

something very important to her, along with housing affordability. 

 

Motion to approve Molly Rudnick as a member of the WLASNC board in the Northeast Representative 

position. 11 Yes (Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Kwok, 

Ross, Philadelphia). 0 No. 0 Abstain. Motion passes. 

  

VI. Motion to appoint Eric Nakamura as Outreach chair 

 

Ron Migdal motioned to approve Eric Nakamura as Outreach Committee chair, Steven Kwok seconded.  

 

Stakeholder Rosie Kato called for a vote of non confidence for Nakamura, and does not know why 

Nakamura is running again after he resigned as chair. She accused him of trying to sabotage a community 



celebration (Sawtelle Japantown Celebration) from being successful and influencing CD11 so 

Councilmember Bonin withdraws his sponsorship, and added there was massive support for the event in 

the community. Danillo Torro asked Nakamura why he was running, and Nakamura said he just wanted 

to make sure they have meetings all the way to the end of the term.  

 

Desa Philadelphia explained that after Nakamura resigned, she agreed to be interim chair to the end of 

December 2018, and during that time and until now she did not have the time to commit to doing a lot of 

the activities the chair has to do, especially with posting notices, which Nakamura has continued to do 

even after resigning, and he has agreed to reassume the position. 

 

Arman Ghorbani wanted to say that Nakamura is stepping up to take on a valuable role, and he’s a 

valuable part of the support of this community. He gave Nakamura a vote of confidence.  

 

Naomi Kageyama also wanted to add her vote of confidence to Nakamura. She thought that the 

Japantown Celebration was wonderful in concept, but she thinks all aspects of the committee should be in 

support of it. Also, from the very beginning in 2016 there was nobody else willing to step up and revamp 

the entire website besides Nakamura, and he has been the number one in terms of getting stuff done. 

Ghorbani added that since Nakamura was chair in 2016, turnout has been a lot higher as well.  

 

Migdal: I just want to say that while Rosie may have a disagreement with him on a single issue, I think 

the time that you served as Chairman, the fact that no one else was willing to step up is in a way a minor 

issue. I think you did a superb job and they would be fortunate to have you back.  

 

A stakeholder added that he would not mind participating and helping out with Outreach, but the time 

conflicts with another meeting he has. 

 

Motion to appoint Eric Nakamura as Outreach chair. 11 Yes (Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, Nakamura, 

Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Kwok, Ross, Philadelphia). 0 No. 0 Abstain. Motion passes. 

 

Jay Ross requested that they revisit agenda item V briefly. He wanted to know, since only he and 

Philadelphia were on the West LA Community Planning Committee, if any other board members wanted 

to join. They have meetings about once a month to come up with ideas for infrastructure to inform the 

forthcoming changes to the West LA Community Plan. He also wanted to see if they want to discuss 

adding neighbor stakeholders. Migdal moved to include stakeholders, and Steven Kwok seconded. 

 

Nakamura asked whether they were allowed to do this as a point of order. Ross said that they can make a 

call for stakeholders to submit applications, then next month we can vote on it. He asked if any board 

members wanted to be on it. 

 

Philadelphia would like to see a wide array of stakeholder reps on this committee because it is 

considering all the changes in the neighborhood and would like to thoughtfully have suggestions from the 

community.  

 

Jamie Keaton arrived at 7:40 PM. 



 

Galen Pindell wanted to emphasize what Philadelphia said, that the Community Plan is the vehicle for 

this community’s voice to affect the TOC and denser development planned for this community with the 

new train stations going in. This is where those rules are being put in place. Ross said they will agendize 

stakeholder additions to the committee for next month. 

 

VII. Election Report 

 

No Election Report.  

 

VIII. Discussion and possible motion on all items from Outreach Agenda from January 2019 

(attached)  

 

Chair Keeton explained that there was a complaint that the agenda wasn’t properly noticed according to 

the Brown Act. She decided to move this item until later in the meeting in order to get through 

presentations and PLUM items. 

 

IX. Motion to approve up to $5,000 for Renter’s Rights fair for a date in April or May  

 

Arman Ghorbani motioned to approve, Dylan Wright seconded. 

 

Ghorbani explained that last time they had a budget of $2,000, and they came in under budget (around 

$1500). Most money will go to renting tents and tables and color flyer printing. It’ll be on a Sunday in 

April or May attached to the farmer’s market. The last time they had some nonprofits and experts. The 

main mission is to get more people to know about housing and rental rights. Chair Keeton explained after 

some general questions about the $5,000 in the motion that the motion was to approve UP to $5,000, and 

that the actual budget would likely be much less. Ghorbani amended his motion to be to approve up to 

$2,000.  

 

Motion to approve up to $2,000 for Renter’s Rights fair for a date in April or May. 12 Yes (Kageyama, 

Pindell, Ghorbani, Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Kwok, Ross, Philadelphia, Keeton). 

0 No. 0 Abstain. Motion passes. 

 

 

X. Presentation by Philip Ganchev, discussion and possible motion re: quicker closure of 

Scattergood by LADWP 

 

Philip Ganchev introduced himself as a volunteer for Food and Water Watch and wanted to talk about the 

faster closing of three gas plants in the area. He explained that it concerns 3 gas electricity plants along 

the LA coast: Scattergood, Harbor, and Haines. They were slated to be closed or rebuilt because of a 

California state mandate, which prohibits using seawater to cool the plants because it harms marine life. A 

study proposed repowering the plants and increasing capacity. Food and Water Watch were urging for 

them not to be rebuilt, and there’s a lot of reasons for it: climate change, and Bill SD100 that has 

committed to California to be 100% powered by renewable resources by 2045. If they go forward with the 



repowering, they would have to pay twice eventually: once to renovate and repower, then again when 

they have to be converted to renewable. He also mentioned that the initial study was done by an 

organization that has ties to the gas industry. They would like the board to support the announcement that 

they would not be using power from fossil fuels.  

 

Around that time, there was an explosion/blowout in the harbor. Basically, their opinion is that gas 

infrastructure is not safe, especially being on an earthquake fault as the city is. There was a study by Food 

and Water Watch and Synergy Energy showing how they can close the plants by 2030 instead. 

 

Ron Migdal said that he was an advocate for environmental concerns, but locally they are having 

brownouts and power failures; he asked if anything was in place to replace the kilowatts Scattergood is 

providing. A stakeholder affiliated with Food and Water Watch added that Scattergood provides about 

10% to 15% of local energy. Jessica Salans added that California actually has an energy surplus.  

 

Chair Keeton asked how many people these plants employ, and what’s going to happen to them. Ms. 

Salans said that this is part of a Green New Deal that will train them in new, renewable jobs. Chair 

Keeton asked whether the workers are union labor and if there was a guarantee they will be trained. 

Ganchev explained that they want to urge a just transition with guarantees and opportunities. Basically, to 

urge all of that to be considered for a fast transition by 2030.  

 

Arman Ghorbani asked whether this plant will be closed no matter what, and whether their proposal just 

meant that it was going to be closed quicker? Ganchev said that he believed the original closing was 

slated for 2038. 

 

Migdal moved to table the issue until they can get more substantial information, and Eric Nakamura 

seconded.  

 

The Food and Water Watch-affiliated stakeholder asked what questions the board has so they can prepare. 

Migdal suggested Chair Keeton’s questions re:workers, as well as finding out when it is currently 

supposed to close, and when exactly they are trying to move it up to. Also, how specifically the power is 

being replaced. 

 

XI. Presentation by H.A. Amarson re: parking issues on Pearl Street, possible formation of Ad Hoc 

committee to address community issues and fact finding for report back to the board for action 

 

H.A. Amarson introduced himself and thanked everyone for coming and caring about their city. He has 

lived here since 1996, and lives on Coolidge ave. When you live close to the freeway, you get a good look 

at the homeless problems. He said they have a real issue with illegal vehicle living and storage, and 

normally the only cleaning is the regular street cleaning on Mondays. He and his neighbors basically live 

near what has become a permanent homeless encampment on Pearl St. Since the Metro, they’ve had a 

huge uptick in homelessness. And getting them to be moved out is a game of whackamole. Now there’s 

been an encampment for two months there, and the LAPD is overwhelmed. He has personally witnessed 

people defecating in public right near his home. He would like to collaborate with a committee where 

they can deal with these parking issues. 



 

He has been scouting the neighborhood to try to come up with a solution and driving around other parts of 

the community that are experiencing the same problem. On Pearl Place there are different parking 

restrictions, and the tow-away restrictions work remarkably well. They have permit parking there as well. 

He thinks going through his neighborhood and finding those trouble spots will be fantastic. He requests 

like-minded individuals who will work with him on this.  

 

Danillo Torro suggested doing preferential parking. He said that Mr. Amarson will have to talk to the 

DOT to tell him what they can do. Jessica Salans wanted to acknowledge that homelessness is a crisis, 

and would like people to have as much compassion as possible. She is also looking on folks that are 

unhoused as constituents. It’s folks experiencing homelessness, not “The Homeless”. A lot of homeless 

individuals are afraid of engaging with services, so it’s all about building that trust. Things like Safe 

Parking LA is approaching the situation offering a band aid when holistic solutions are necessary.  

 

Stakeholder Rosie Kato suggested the parking restrictions, but if there’s an issue parking there they can 

do restrictions to prevent parking overnight. Mr. Amarson explained that those restrictions are already in 

place. The success ratio of calling 311 or the LAPD is zero.  

 

Jay Ross thought that they can be holistic and defensive at the same time; he would support this and 

parking restrictions. They could do permits, no overnight parking, plus the safe parking program (though 

it’s for cars, not RV’s). 

 

Torro said that he thinks the holistic approach only works at a certain point, and they as neighbors have to 

protect their property and way of living. He recommended Mr. Amarson ask Bonin’s team to work with 

DOT.  

 

Chair Keeton wanted to say on the point of holistic approach, they can have better jobs in the area, all of 

that would help the problem. The people living in the campers would probably not want to be unhoused. 

She thinks forming a committee on it is a great idea to pressure the city into doing something about it.  

 

Ron Migdal said that for what it’s worth, regarding the area Mr. Amarson had circled as a no-problem on 

the demonstration aid, he got a call from a friend of a friend saying that it does in fact of problems. 

 

Migdal motioned to form an Ad Hoc committee to address community issues and fact finding for report 

back to the board for action, and Galen Pindell seconded.  

 

Mr. Amarson would like to be on the committee, and Daniel Torro also volunteered. Chair Keeton said it 

can work with the homeless committee.  

 

Motion to form an Ad Hoc committee to address community issues and fact finding to report back to 

the board for action. 12 Yes (Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, 

Torro, Kwok, Ross, Philadelphia, Keeton). 0 No. 0 Abstain. Motion passes. 

 

Desa Philadelphia suggested asking Amarson’s neighbors to come to the committee.  



 

XX. Discussion and possible motion re: Kimukatsu Restaurant at 2121 Sawtelle Blvd – CUB for 

beer and wine 

 

Jay Ross explained that PLUM had a resolution supporting it. Lee Waitkin represented Kimukatsu, a 

restaurant measuring 1300 sq feet, and the hours of operation are 11 am to 11 pm. There is no 

entertainment, dancing, or fixed bar. There are 52 parking spaces with no security provided. They have 

been here about 7 years with no problems. There were 27 conditions to approval listed in the letter from 

city planning office, and the owners agreed to all 27. Feb 11 was the hearing for the zoning administrator, 

and requested they keep the case open. 

 

Galen Pindell motioned to approve the PLUM recommendation, and Ron Migdal seconded. Ross said that 

he would vote to support it because it only goes to 11 PM. 

 

Motion to support PLUM recommendation re: Kimukatsu Restaurant at 2121 Sawtelle Blvd - CUB for 

beer and wine. 12 Yes (Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, 

Kwok, Ross, Philadelphia, Keeton). 0 No. 0 Abstain. Motion passes. 

 

Unanimous aye vote.  

 

XXI. Discussion and possible motion re: 1947 Sawtelle Blvd CUB for full line 

 

Jay Ross explained that Daphne Gossen represented the property at 1947 Sawtelle Blvd, and that PLUM 

voted to approve.  

 

Daphne Gossen introduced herself and said there are a couple changes from when they last came to 

PLUM: suite A had an incorrect square footage, and suite D is a little bigger now. Overall, it is the same 

sort of concept; it’s the new development at the corner of Lagrange, previously a YMCA, 7700 ft of 

commercial space. California Landmark Group, the current owner, is a longtime organization that re-

develops and revamps old buildings. They would be the landlord for potential future tenants. They are in 

talks with restaurateurs; they cannot talk about names currently, but all are quality, experienced 

restaurateurs. Sawtelle corridor has a lot of restaurants, it’s mostly beer and wine, and there are no full 

alcohol licenses within 100 feet of the site. Restaurants also have patios proposed; the second floor is 

larger than the first so patios will be covered. They have requested the maximum 6 AM to 2 AM hours.  

 

Ron Migdal motioned to approve the PLUM recommendation, and Galen Pindell seconded.  

 

Stakeholder Rosie Kato had a couple concerns, and explained that the proposed property is going to be 

right nearby her. Will there be music playing? She was concerned that voices will be amplified because of 

environment, and thinks 2 AM is too long.  

 

Chair Keeton said that in the recommendations that the patio should be closed one hour before stopping 

alcohol sales with no music playing, and they were okay with the recommendation. She suggested they 

amend the recommendation so that it specifies that music will be turning off when patio closed. 



 

Migdal said that he knows there are restrictions on alcohol sales for outside consumption around schools, 

and there is one nearby. He asked if there were restrictions for restaurant alcohol sales, and Pindell said 

there were not.  

 

Eric Nakamura said that he had heard from a stakeholder who lives behind it, and he was concerned with 

how late they’d be open. He didn’t like the 2 AM closing time, but the bigger concern for the stakeholder 

is that that block doesn’t have restricted parking, and he was worried about the mess of people heading 

back to their cars. Also, Karaoke Blue is about 600 ft away with a full liquor license.  

 

Desa Philadelphia wanted to put in a word for the 2 AM folks who want amenities that are open late. She 

(and they) still likes to have some options.  

 

Steven Kwok asked whether it was common or typical to request 3 CUB’s right next to each other for 

restaurants that have yet to sign leases. Ross said that it was a legitimate request. Pindell explained that 

they have seen that request at PLUM especially for the new projects at Santa Monica, and that alcohol 

sales change the value of the space. 

 

Naomi Kageyama wanted to echo Kwok’s concerns, saying that in the 3 years she has been here, they 

have done the CUB applications usually with the knowledge of who the tenants would be. They usually 

knew exactly the type of restaurant they were getting.  

 

Ross added that he wanted alcohol service to end at 11 AM, because this is not a bar district, it’s a 

restaurant district. There are houses and neighbors behind there as well, which is why he voted against it 

at PLUM.  

 

Chair Keeton said that she would like the developers to encourage getting restaurants that serve booze 

that late to also serve good food that late.  

 

Motion to approve PLUM recommendation re: 1947 Sawtelle Blvd CUB for full line. 8 Yes (Pindell, 

Ghorbani, Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Philadelphia, Keeton). 3 No (Nakamura, Kwok, Ross). 1 

Abstain (Kageyama).  

 

Vote for approval as it came from PLUM: Nakamura, Kwok, and Ross opposed, Naomi abstains. All 

others for.  

 

XXII. Discussion and possible motion re: 2110 S. Barry Ave - houses 

 

Representative for the developer Hannah introduced herself, and explained the project. There are 2 

rentable houses: 1 house has a garage, and the other has outdoor parking provided. She showed a 

rendering of the proposed design to the board members. Jay Ross explained the raw blueprints of the 

space as well.  

 



Ross motioned to approve the PLUM recommendation, and Danillo Torro seconded. Ross added that 

PLUM voted 5-1-0 to support the project.  

 

Eric Nakamura asked if the project was 48 feet wide or 42.75 wide, and Ross confirmed that it was 42.75 

feet wide. Nakamura asked if it was normal to approve something like that that’s 7 feet narrower than it 

should be, and Ross said that the better way to look at it is it’s 5 % shorter than it should be.  

 

Stakeholder Rosie Kato said that the developers had dug up a neighbor’s lawn and they are trying to dig 

out the marker in the lawn, and the developer is not returning the neighbor’s calls. The neighbor’s house 

is a one-story and she wants her privacy. Ms. Kato said it looks like they’re trying to remove the marker 

that designates the stakeholder’s property line.  

 

Naomi Kageyama said that she lives just a few blocks from this property, and that she thinks the job of 

the board is to reflect the neighborhood and how people are feeling. Almost all of her neighbors bemoan 

that the development is going up without thought to how it affects the character of the neighborhood. 

Obviously the area does need more housing, but she is concerned that these huge blocky plans are not the 

best thing for this community. She is against development that hurts some of the local neighbors.  

 

Arman Ghorbani recommended that the neighbor whose property was encroached on needs to file a civil 

lawsuit against the developer. 

 

Steven Kwok said that he struggled against these types of motions because he wants to represent the 

neighborhood; not just the immediate neighbors, but the wider community. At PLUM, he explained, they 

heard discussion about objections. He understands the zoning codes allow projects like this and the 

developers want to build to maximum size. And when he sees these projects, it’s hard to support them 

when he doesn’t see anything in there for the neighbors.  

 

Galen Pindell said that he thought they should also be considering the project as a whole: the neighbor 

was here asking for help. Her wall had been knocked down and her yard dug up. This doesn’t seem to be 

a project that is being friendly to our community. He was not sure if they should be supporting it. 

 

Ron Migdal said that he was looking at the location, and it looks like it’s across the street from Wilshire 

Temple. So the only residents affected would be on the east side of Barry.  

 

Chair Keeton said that PLUM voted to approve, so the motion on the table is to support the PLUM 

resolution. 

 

Motion to support PLUM recommendation re: 2110 South Barry Ave. - houses. 1 Yes (Migdal). 11 No 

(Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Torro, Kwok, Ross, Philadelphia, 

Keeton). 0 Abstain. Motion fails. 

 

XXIII. Discussion and possible motion re: 2465 Purdue Ave. (apartments and affordable housing 

bonuses) 

 



Danillo Torro asked if the appeals are still pending. Developer Michael Godzi said that there have been 

appeals by 5 people who own the three buildings right next to his proposed development. Jay Ross said 

that they consolidated their appeals into one class-action appeal.  

 

Mr. Godzi said that he and his wife, who developed properties together, had been through the plan check 

with the city after he’d bought the property on Purdue, then found that the city of LA now allows TOC 

projects that are allowed to be higher because they give the city affordable housing units. So they 

presented the project to the housing department, they studied it for a few months, then came back saying 

they need to have 3 affordable housing units, one extremely low-income. They said it qualifies for Tier 3 

TOC housing.  

 

Mr. Godzi said that they had finished the plan check, and have done all the corrections, and all they need 

to do is meet with the plan checker to go over the corrections. They have also submitted it to the DOT, so 

the building has been submitted to every city agency with a responsibility about the property. In 

December the planning department approved it and 5 people appealed.  

 

Mr. Godzi said that he did try to talk to the people who appealed, and saw two of them present at the 

meeting, Scott and Kathleen. He added that this was his third appearance at WLASNC, with one 

appearance at PLUM and his second one before the full board. In the last full board meeting, they 

suggested he contact the neighbors and talk to them. Before that, Mr. Godzi thought he would look at 

their appeal letters so when he talked to them he would know their concerns.  

 

He said the concerns are very much the same, and the text of the appeals were 90% similar, so he 

prepared responses to their concerns. One neighbor, Scott, had a pine tree close to the property line and 

was concerned if the excavation for the new property would harm the tree. Mr. Godzi said he had a 

licensed arborist come to examine it, and the arborist said the tree was not in danger: the major roots don’t 

grow under concrete. Another concern Scott had was what happens if people exit from the proposed 

building, and whether they might jump over to his property. Mr. Godzi said that there is a 6-foot-tall 

masonry wall around the property so no one can jump. And the emergency evacuation route goes down 

the back stairs and around. 

 

Another main concern is that this building is too tall. Mr. Godzi said that right now Purdue has two 4-

story buildings. All the lots are zoned R3, for at least 4-story, 45 foot buildings. So he thought a 5 story 

building won’t look that odd. He explained that the TOC program has drawn a half-mile radius from 

Metro rail stations, and all properties within that half-mile qualify for the TOC program. Some neighbors 

argued that the proposed building is not within the distance, but this is not true: he said that since it’s a 

radius, it is not measured by just walking on the street. He added that he has built two other buildings in 

exactly the same style, and they have a lot of planters and shrubs around them: the hedges are around 15-

16 feet tall and the trees are almost 3 stories tall. Besides, nothing could be grown around the lot as it 

stands.  

 

Based on the TOC program, he said that they can go up to six stories. They decided to keep it at 5 stories. 

They didn’t max out the area of the building either, they hit a 25% reduction on the open space, and 30% 

reductions on the sidewalks. The affordable housing units don’t get any parking, since they are for people 



who make less than $18,000 a year. None of the parking spaces will be rented out to car agencies, only to 

the tenants. He added that they are a small developer, and that he and his wife plan to keep it, rent it, and 

manage it. 

 

He said that people love their other buildings. They also eliminated all of those water heaters on the roof, 

since people complained that it made it a 6-story building. He said that his neighbors also complain that 

the building doesn’t go with the look of the street, and said that there is no character to the street if you 

actually go there. They are removing an 80-year-old building and replacing it with a new one. Also, he 

thought he was doing a good thing by providing 3 affordable housing units for the city. He understands 

that nobody wants something built next to their house, but if everyone thinks that way nothing gets done.  

 

Chair Keeton asked if there were currently people in the 4-unit building that would be demolished to 

make room for the new property. Mr. Godzi said that they paid relocation fees to the people moving out, 

and that currently his daughter and nephew live in two of the units, and they will move out within a 

month. 

 

Chair Keeton asked, about the tree, what happens if it dies? Mr. Godzi said that it won’t, and the arborist 

said nothing will happen to it. 

 

Stakeholder Karen said that she obviously takes offense to Mr. Godzi saying that the neighborhood has no 

character. She said she had brought the board some actual pictures of their neighborhood, and said that 

there aren’t 4-story buildings on Purdue. She thinks that the 5-story building is absolutely out of 

character. She added that none of the neighbors had been notified about the appeal, and she has a motion 

for an injunction and can do a CEQA appeal. She said the fact that they are not getting properly notified 

will affect their CEQA appeal. 

 

Stakeholder Scott clarified that the tree is not a pine tree, and its roots are under the driveway on Mr. 

Godzi’s property. He added that the tree has been there 80 years. He also asked is there anything to do 

with plumbing or solar in these buildings? He also said that there is one four story building on two lots 

way down at the end of the street, and one three and a half story at the other end on five lots. 

 

Stakeholder Rosie Kato said that she thinks it is important for developers to realize they are not in a 

vacuum. They need to fit into the character of the area. When it comes down to it, she would not want to 

live next to something like that. There’s no character to distinguish it, and it is just too tall. 

 

Chair Keeton asked if Mr. Godzi would be willing to make changes recommended by PLUM: one more 

moderate-income housing unit and giving one-year Metro passes to residents. Mr. Godzi said that adding 

one more unit will sink the entire project. Chair Keeton expressed disbelief as to how that could make the 

entire project economically unviable. He asserted that 4 units would make 25% of the units in the building 



low-income. The cost of building 3 affordable housing units is so expensive that one more unit would tip 

it over. 

 

Chair Keeton asked how long his Return on Investment is, clarifying: given the cost of construction and 

that he already owns the land, how long will it take to pay off in the current plan renting on market value? 

Mr. Godzi said that as the interest rates will keep going up, he is not sure. He wants everyone to 

understand that this is a small building. The cost of construction is so much that three affordable housing 

units is all they can afford. 

 

Chair Keeton asked how much Mr. Godzi will rent out a one-bedroom unit for in the proposed building, 

and he said he would probably rent it for $2,500 a month. Chair Keeton said that the request from PLUM 

was that Mr. Godzi add one more unit that he can charge $1,400 a month for. And they had a lady last 

time that said the project she represented couldn’t afford to add 5 more units to a 100-unit building. But 

Chair Keeton said she wants the numbers to back that up because she does not believe Mr. Godzi when he 

says that 1 unit will lose him $12,000 a year. Mr. Godzi offered that they can definitely provide one-year 

Metro passes to all of our residents. 

 

He said that no bank is going to give him a construction loan if his plan has four affordable housing units. 

Ron Migdal said that he and Mr. Godzi had a discussion last time, and what Migdal said was that Mr. 

Godzi needed to reach a concession and resolution (not binding, obviously) with his neighbors. And he 

has come back saying that he looked at the appeals and changed the project, but has not actually resolved 

things with the neighbors. Mr. Godzi said the neighbors will never be in favor of the project.  

Migdal asked whether the parking spaces will be rented to the tenants separately from the tenants’ lease, 

or included in the tenants’ lease, and Mr. Godzi said that it will be included. Migdal said that Mr. Godzi 

had said that he and his wife planned on managing the property, and asked if they will be occupying one 

of the units. Mr. Godzi said that there will be a resident manager, but he and his wife won’t reside in the 

building. 

 

Steven Kwok thanked Mr. Godzi for coming three times before the board. He said his statement from 

before still stands, that he struggles with these motions. He added that Mr. Godzi has asked for additional 

incentives to the base incentives for TOC housing. Base incentives would have been by-right, and the 

setbacks and reduced open space are additional. Kwok does not see a justification for supporting the 

additional incentives in the character of this neighborhood. He thinks Mr. Godzi is asking for additional 

incentives, and that’s what Kwok is looking at and what the neighbors are saying. Kwok cannott see 

justification for the additional incentives. 

 



Migdal said that it was not his intention to stop discussion, but requested that the board table this so the 

involved residents could be present. 

 

Chair Keeton said that she doesn’t have a problem with the size of the project, but thinks they need more 

housing for people, so she cannot support the project because of Mr. Godzi’s reluctance to add another 

moderate income housing unit. She would like to give Mr. Godzi the incentives, but says that Mr. Godzi 

needs to do something for the board. 

 

Galen Pindell said that originally their plan was to make a four-story building before they found out about 

TOC. Pindell understands why people don’t want something tall next to them. He said that Mr. Godzi and 

his neighbors are just coming from different places. He said that every time this board has had a case like 

this, there’s always 3-4 neighbors who come. And the board has to string together enough of a consensus 

to make a recommendation to city council. 

 

Arman Ghorbani thanked Mr. Godzi for coming out, and said that he was sympathetic to Mr. Godzi 

because he is a property owner, and that he would want to make the most money possible as well. 

Ghorbani does take issue with what Mr. Godzi said about by-right: if they approve one 5-story, they make 

way for more 5-stories. They’ve approved larger buildings on major corridors, but this is the first within 

the area. To echo what Chair Keeton said, Ghorbani said he finds issue that one unit will completely 

destroy the building. He would also be curious to see what the neighbors would think of the original four-

story plan, and thinks that seems like a good compromise. 

 

Mr. Godzi said that when he had that 4-story place, the tenants were all young, single people or couples. 

The 4-story, 9-units one did not make much sense to him from the beginning. When TOC came, he could 

build smaller units and more of them and bring affordable housing to the city. Now that construction costs 

are coming, he said he was adding one floor for free for the city. 

 

Danillo Torro asked if Mr. Godzi would consider going back to his original design. Mr. Godzi said no, a 

year and a half and hundreds of thousands of dollars has been sunk into this project, and it is too late to go 

back and change everything. Desa Philadelphia asked if that was why he did not want to add the 

moderate-income unit, and he said no, he thinks it is unfair. Philadelphia said that that is fine, but it is also 

not incumbent on the board to fanfare Mr. Godzi into this building. She advised him to do what he is 

going to do, but the board is here to represent the community, and she does not want to live on a street 

that is wall-to-wall tall buildings. Philadelphia feels that now he is being disingenuous: if he has one 

person in each unit, the tap cards would cost more than that one unit over the course of a year. She thinks 

he knows exactly what his costs are, but that he does not want to make less than anybody else. 

 



Vote on the PLUM recommendation to approve the project with a 4-0 vote with the conditions that one 

moderate income unit should be added to the existing affordable units and that the owner should provide a 

one year metro transit pass to new owners in perpetuity. 

 

Motion to support PLUM recommendation re: 2465 Purdue Ave. (apartments and affordable housing 

bonuses). 1 Yes (Nakamura). 10 No (Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Kwok, 

Ross, Philadelphia, Keeton). 1 Abstain (Shigematsu). Motion fails. 

 

Nakamura for, Jean abstains, all others opposed. 

 

XII. Discussion and possible motions re: LUPAC motions re: Los Angeles River flood control; 

process and procedures ordinance; opposition to deferred retirement of LA police and firefighters; 

oil drilling safety conditions at Rancho Park golf course; campaign contributions; congestion 

pricing 

 

Jay Ross explained the various LUPAC motions: one was about the LA River, and asking the city/county 

to coordinate review of the flood maps. LUPAC came up with a motion to tell the city and county to start 

coordinating to cover the city in the future. The county of LA has jurisdiction and would work with the 

Army Corps of Engineers. A possible hundred-year flood could cost millions to taxpayers. 

 

Ron Migdal asked, since the motion also addresses Atwater Village, what their board has to do with them, 

and Chair Keeton explained that WLASNC is part of LUPAC, as is Atwater Village. 

Naomi Kageyama moved to approve the LUPAC motions, and Jay Ross seconded. 

 

Motion to support LUPAC motions re: Los Angeles River flood control; process and procedures 

ordinance; opposition to deferred retirement of LA police and firefighters; oil drilling safety conditions 

at Rancho Park golf course; campaign contributions; congestion pricing. 11 Yes (Kageyama, Pindell, 

Ghorbani, Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Ross, Philadelphia, Keeton). 0 No. 1 Abstain 

(Kwok). Motion passes. 

 

Kwok abstains, all others for. 

 

XIII. Discussion and possible motion re: renaming Sawtelle intersection near Saudi consulate for 

Jamal Khashoggi 

 

Jay Ross said that he was not sure if this was something they wanted to get into, but motioned to rename 

the Sawtelle Intersection near the Saudi consulate for Jamal Khashoggi. Ron Migdal seconded. 

 



Stakeholder Rosie Kato said that, contrary to how the motion was written, the intersection should be 

called Sawtelle Japantown, and suggested they name something here after him. 

 

Naomi Kageyama wanted to voice a comment: she believes everybody who knows about this issue is 

really enraged about Khashoggi, but she agrees that maybe there are other ways they can show support 

and she does agree that Sawtelle is kind of the lifeblood of small businesses, and to rename the area in the 

motion would take away from Sawtelle and take away its identity. She does think the consulate has been 

something they have not had a chance to delve into: there are no signs in front of the consulate, and she 

finds that to be offensive to her community, and she would like to find other ways to highlight social 

injustice. She would like to table the motion. 

 

Eric Nakamura agreed with Kageyama’s comment, and added that that block is kind of a historical block 

of Sawtelle Japantown. He thought changing the name would erase a big part of that history. 

 

Chair Keeton suggested renaming the alley north of the consulate. 

 

Dylan Wright asked if there are any streets in the area named after Japanese-American activists or famous 

personalities, and suggested they rename streets after them. 

 

Ron Migdal said that he thought a way to express our disapproval that this murder has been absolutely 

ignored is by voting in the next presidential election. Chair Keeton reminded the board that they are not a 

political body. 

 

Desa Philadelphia said that she was shocked at what happened, because Jamal Khashoggi was a friend of 

friends of hers. She said there is a reason the Saudi consulate has no signage: it is because of the way they 

operate, and if the motion is to make a point by having the street renamed in front of them, it won’t work. 

Because they will just move. She said it is a lot of change to impose on a historical neighborhood, and a 

lot needs to be done to acknowledge that history. Even though it is a worthy sentiment, she thinks in the 

long run it won’t have the desired effect. 

 

Jean Shigematsu said that she thinks it is right in the middle of the Japantown neighborhood, and does not 

think it is an appropriate designation. If there were more similar buildings, that’s one thing. But it is the 

only building in the entire block. 

 

Motion re: renaming Sawtelle intersection near Saudi consulate for Jamal Khashoggi. 1 Yes (Ross). 10 

No (Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Torro, Philadelphia, Keeton, 

Kwok). 1 Abstain (Migdal). Motion fails. 



 

XIV. Discussion and possible motion re: transit issues – bridges at Expo at - grade crossings; 

synchronization of traffic lights; traffic signal enforcement 

 

Chair Keeton said that she had talked about Expo bridges with Mike Bonin, and they’ve just never had 

the funding to do it on Barrington. Jay Ross explained that this motion came out out of PLUM several 

months ago, so this is kind of a wishlist because there may be funding in the future. 

 

Ross moved to approve all three recommendations to the city. Ron Migdal seconded. 

 

Steven Kwok asked if there a downside to making a suggestion that they are almost certain will be denied 

as previously discussed? 

 

Motion to approve transit issue recommendations to the city re: bridges at Expo at - grade crossings; 

synchronization of traffic lights; traffic signal enforcement. 11 Yes (Kageyama, Pindell, Ghorbani, 

Nakamura, Shigematsu, Wright, Migdal, Torro, Philadelphia, Keeton, Kwok). 1 No (Ross). 0 Abstain. 

Motion passes. 

 

Ross opposed, all others for. 

 

XV. PLUM report re: community benefits 

 

Jay Ross said that the board can read through the reports, and that PLUM had a discussion about asking 

for financial community benefits from developers. This was another problem for neighborhood councils 

to get funding for projects. Councilmember Bonin figured out a way to do it, and now they may want to 

consider that the city’s okay with it, if it’s part of a development agreement, and it has been vetted by the 

city attorney. 

 

Chair Keeton clarified that they need to go to a place, to an actual thing to be in compliance. It cannot just 

be an earmark without a purpose. She suggested that they could encourage citizens to come up with good 

community benefits to float with developers. 

 

Galen Pindell said that he thinks this goes along with the PLUM project they are working on to get ahead 

of conditions of support, things that developers can know ahead of time that are things the council wants 

to see. 

 



Desa Philadelphia said that she is not in favor of agreements like this because it does feel like a quid pro 

quo. What she thinks they could do (which falls under the “supporting” umbrella) is letting them know 

when there are projects within the community, that they encourage those projects to float them for 

developments, especially any funding issues the development could support. She is not comfortable with 

this council being the middleman in this process. She thinks they would be setting up a precedent that 

feels easily corruptible. 

 

Danillo Torro thought that if they do not ask, they will not get anything. He would not mind if the PLUM 

committee asks for things. Philadelphia thought that is just what the city should do. Chair Keeton asked 

how that was different from asking Mr. Godzi to put in a moderate-income unit; Philadelphia said that he 

did not have to be here, and she thought he was just being disingenuous. 

 

Chair Keeton said that she understands Philadelphia’s resistance to a quid pro quo; however, the people 

running those organizations do not feel like they have power with developers, but to the extent that they 

tell people they do not have to give to this one organization but they do have to put it in a set number of 

places, she thinks it is definitely appropriate. If developers are going to make money off of the public, 

they should give something back. 

 

Galen Pindell asked if Philadelphia would feel more comfortable with them nominating three or four 

projects across the board and putting them on a list to send to developers, and she said that that feels 

better. 

 

Steven Kwok said that he was glad Philadelphia mentioned anti-corruption. He would like PLUM to draft 

guidelines for this that take that into account. He would also want the neighbors that are directly affected 

by projects to see the benefit given to them. 

 

Chair Keeton added that if a board member’s kid goes to a school and you know that the community 

benefits will affect them, they have to recuse themselves. 

 

Ron Migdal said that he thinks this is within the board’s purview, and they have a responsibility to better 

the community when they can. Eric Nakamura reminded the board that they took ethics training, so the 

corruption issue should be a given. 

 

XVI. Report re: West LA community plan ad hoc committee 

 

Jay Ross explained that they have had two meetings, and will meet again in about four weeks. They had a 

walking tour with the planners, and the planners are very good with listening. The next step is the hardest, 



which is changing the actual zoning. Ross explained that they will establish general goals next meeting, 

then dive in and do specific heights and sizes. He added that they are 9 months into a 3-year process, so 

this part will have the hardest work and the biggest impact. 

 

Steven Kwok added that he has been learning a lot about TOC and density bonuses; given the last 

community plan’s direction, the city is really pushing for density. And reading the guidelines, he does not 

think that the city did the zoning correctly. 

 

XVII. Report re: Homeless Committee 

 

Naomi Kageyama said that they have already approved a submitted proposal to get more outreach 

workers for this area, which is really something they would like the councilman to consider. She would 

like to also say that when they had the other discussion about the parking, they had discussed and 

approved a Safe Parking LA program last year. The board has not seen any specific activity, which is 

disappointing. The committee is looking to have a town hall or a special board meeting dedicated to 

hearing concerns from the community about homelessness. 

 

VIII. Outreach agenda 

 

Keeton read the agenda items, and asked for discussion. There was none, and the agenda items were 

approved. 

XXIV. Public Comment for Items Not on the Agenda 

 

There were no public comments for items not on the agenda. 

 

XXV. Board Comment and Announcements 

 

There were no board member comments or announcements. 

 

XXVI. Adjournment 

      

Ron Migdal moved to adjourn, Dylan Wright seconded. 

 

Meeting was adjourned by Chair Keeton at 9:52 pm. 

 


